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Pharmacies Reach NAPRA Compliance
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TORONTO, June 12, 2018 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Innovative
OncoSolutions Inc. (IOS) announced today a fully compliant NAPRA
quality management system for the Canadian pharmacy
compounding market. “CompoundingQMS is the first quality
management system that includes all the NAPRA/797/ 800 Model
Standards for pharmacy compounding of non-hazardous and
hazardous sterile preparations,” said Cathy Bratt-Rico, President of
IOS. “We are partnering with Pharmacy Stars, the leader in
compliance automated solutions, and with Visante Canada, the
premier medication management consulting company for SOP
content. By using CompoundingQMS, customers will be guided
through all elements required for NAPRA compliance with the most
flexible, automated system available. More importantly, NAPRA
guidelines will ensure a safer environment and pharmacies can save
significant time by using this system.”
“CompoundingQMS is the first and most customizable cloud-based
solution incorporating best practices that address the multiple quality,
safety and compliance challenges of pharmacies,” added Keith
Streckenbach, CEO Pharmacy Stars. “It replaces inefficient paper &
spreadsheet compliance programs and less customizable web-based
tools. Pharmacies are amazed at how quickly and easily they can
move to a fully automated solution and are audit-ready at any time.”
“IOS has a deep and close business relationship with Visante,” said
James Jorgenson, CEO Visante Canada. IOS is able to bring the
experience of Visante’s global pharmacy experts in USP 795, 797,
800, 825, cGMP and NAPRA together to support any compliance
issues related to these standards. Our SOPs are inclusive of NAPRA
model standards for personnel, policies and procedures, facilities and
equipment and maintenance. As a leader in pharmacy practice, we
ensure all updates and revisions are regularly included moving
forward.”
“Implementation is easy and straightforward,” added Cathy Bratt-

Rico. “Pharmacies can implement and begin using
CompoundingQMS in less than a week. There is no IT integration or
support required. We have found the system to be extremely costeffective for both single and multi-site users.”
Innovative OncoSolutions (IOS), is a privately held Canadian
company based in Toronto since 2014. IOS markets and distributes
premier pharmacy/oncology tools to the Canadian marketplace. For a
complete description of IOS tools and services visit
www.oncosolutions.ca
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